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Disrupted signal wrong receiver
Feeding lies to the non-believers
Lying in wait to bite the hand that feeds
A traced call of messages, led to believe
Covered up in deadly silence
Now merely a misprinted fact
Setup scene
Defend with passive attacks
The truth as is will stab you in the back
Drunk on power tools, high on a mediocre excuse
It's a just excuse under the pretext of "human error"
The compulsive adoration of self-justified terror
Pledge your allegiance to a world divide
Diplomatically immune, 
Floating high above the law
Drunk on power tools
Democracy stands as tyranny of the majority
An ancient farce that still stands
Money talks, silence is golden and shrewd
Rescheduled, postponed, another life is screwed
Procedure flaws, condoned but rejected
Case closed, no one told, no one knows
Another emergency on hold
Sorry, wrong diagnosis
Just get a life and wait in line
And don't try to die in the meantime
Disrupted signal, wrong receiver
Feeding lies to the non-believers
Lying in wait to bite the hand that feeds
A traced call of messages, led to believe
Covered up in deadly silence
Now merely a misprinted fact
For the good For he bad For the worse
Identities erased
They cross another border
Reasonable doubt without a fall guy
For the good For the bad For the worse
For the true For the fake For the mould
Identities erased
They cross another border
Reasonable doubt without a fall guy
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It is all pointless
Defend with passive attacks
The truth as is will stab you in the back
Is it all pointless?
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